Android is becoming the go-to operating system (OS) in the enterprise, providing the level of management and security businesses want for their preferred Android devices. Proven mobility management solution SOTI MobiControl, with its industry-leading Android management capabilities, ensures Android devices are secured, managed and supported. It’s a best-in-class partnership you can count on anytime, anywhere, for any OS version and any device manufacturer.
NO BUGS, NO SURPRISES, NO PROBLEMS

SOTI partners with over 200 device manufacturers to validate core Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) functionality and verify device compatibility with SOTI’s MobiControl. This service is available to you to make sure your chosen mobile devices will perform as expected.

ANDROID PLUS

SOTI’s proprietary Android Plus technology delivers differentiated feature enhancements within Android management that compliment the platform’s native features.

Android Plus exists as SOTI’s overall solution for managing Android, whether using the legacy Device Admin framework or the new Android Enterprise framework. Android Plus has evolved to become the union of Android Enterprise, OEM specific capabilities and SOTI’s unique technology.

Make everyone’s job easier by enabling administrators with previously unavailable features, including:

- Fast remote control to quickly troubleshoot and resolve device and app issues.
- Kiosk Mode/lockdown which restricts the device to business-critical apps and functions.
- Use JavaScript and its standard features to write scripts with conditional statements, loops, functions and variables to aid in managing Android Plus devices.
- Efficient rollouts of in-house enterprise apps that minimizes downtime.

ANDROID ENTERPRISE

Android Enterprise gives Enterprise IT a more consistent management experience across Android devices for all manufacturers.

Combined with SOTI MobiControl, you’ll deliver superior support for Android devices of all deployment types:

- Fully managed devices
- Work-only managed devices
- Dedicated purpose devices
- Personally enabled devices
SOTI MOBICONTROL FEATURES AND BENEFITS FOR ANDROID

EASY ANDROID DEPLOYMENT
• Provision Android devices quickly with a variety of staging methods including barcode scanning, Samsung Knox Mobile Enrollment and zero-touch enrollment (ZTE).
• Silently provision corporate email, contacts, apps and security policies over-the-air (OTA) without user input.
• Control key device features remotely, such as camera, App Store, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth®, NFC, and configure Access Point Name (APN) settings.
• Support all Android Enterprise deployment configurations, including: Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), Corporately Owned, Business Only (COBO) and Choose Your Own Device (CYOD). For Corporately Owned, Personally Enabled (COPE) deployment scenarios, SOTI MobiControl v15.2 now provides additional support for Android Corporate Personal.

GUARANTEE SECURITY AND PRIVACY
• Establish device integrity before enrollment using SafetyNet Attestation, and get instant alerts if the device becomes compromised.
• Enforce strong passwords and data encryption, manage certificates and prevent data leakages from corporate apps.
• Automatically scan for viruses/malware with antivirus powered by BitDefender.
• Restrict devices to a single app or suite of apps using Kiosk Mode/lockdown.
• Create work profiles to keep personal and corporate apps, accounts and data separate.
• Prevent unauthorized parties from factory resetting and re-provisioning company owned devices.

MANAGE APPS AND CONTENT
• Deploy enterprise apps securely through a private app catalog.
• Provide a curated enterprise app store on Google Play to separate work and personal apps.
• Control access to, and edit, corporate files and documents using the SOTI Hub secure content editor.
• Enforce web access policies with the SOTI Surf secure browser to ensure authorized access to web content.

BUSINESS-CRITICAL FEATURES
• Remotely support mobile users by viewing and controlling devices and device files OTA.
• Track and report on devices globally, send alerts or modify device behaviour based on location.
• Manage telecom expenses for each user, send alerts or shutdown device features when thresholds are exceeded.
SOTI ONE SIMPLIFIES YOUR BUSINESS MOBILITY

The SOTI ONE Platform intuitively integrates all your Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) needs into one unique, easy-to-use platform. It will help reduce the cost, complexity and downtime related to business-critical mobility. Comprised of seven unique and revolutionary components, the SOTI ONE Platform removes functional silos to create a single platform that helps to eliminate downtime, build apps faster and manage all mobile and IoT devices in one place.

INTEGRATION WITH THE SOTI ONE PLATFORM

Through integration with SOTI MobiControl, the SOTI ONE Platform allows you to:

• Integrate with SOTI Assist to add remote support capabilities
• Add remote support capabilities to your custom apps created through SOTI Snap
• Interact with a community of product experts, partners and customers through SOTI Central to get answers to all your SOTI product questions
• Export data to SOTI Insight for further analysis and long-term storage
• Create and view diagnostic help desk tickets about your IoT devices directly from SOTI Connect

TO LEARN MORE:

Please contact a SOTI sales representative: sales@soti.net or visit: soti.net/mobicontrol

SOTI is a proven innovator and industry leader for simplifying business mobility and IoT solutions by making them smarter, faster and more reliable. SOTI helps businesses around the world take mobility to endless possibilities.